
Secure Storage Solutions

ATLANTIC ROTARY
CABINETS

DATA SHEET

The high density
secure storage
solution for
files requiring
frequent access

■ Secure, high-
density storage for 
every office

■ Ideal when files 
need to be 
accessed 
frequently

■ Fits the same 
number of files as
5, 4-drawer 
filing cabinets

■ 40% saving in
floor space

■ 50% improvement 
in file access times



Atlantic Rotary Cabinets
Today’s office environment creates
demands for efficiency in filing and
document management. Where
filing space was traditionally filled
with conventional 4-drawer
cabinets, the need for improved
accessibility, space utilisation and
information security has generated
new storage requirements.
The Atlantic rotary cabinet
provides the solution. 

Offering a 40% saving in space
and up to 50% reduction in access
times, high level security and good
aesthetics the Atlantic cabinet
meets the demands of the modern
office environment. 

Atlantic cabinets feature double
sided Stormor shelving bays which
rotate on a central axis to access
either picking face. This allows the
operator access to over 10.5 linear
metres of filing without moving,
enabling a high filing pick rate.
When not in use the cabinet can
be locked in the closed position
for secure file storage. If required
the Atlantic Cabinet can also be
locked in the open position
restricting access to only one of
the picking faces.

Unique ‘flipper’ opening action
Conventional Rotary units are fitted with rubber strips which
allow fingers to enter into a locked Rotary and gain access
to the files or valuables. In contrast Atlantic Rotary cabinets
feature a unique opening system which enlarges the space
available at the sides of the picking faces, allowing easy
rotating of the unit by the operator. The lock is opened and
the handle turned and swung out swinging the ‘flipper’
clear of the shelving units. 
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Standard 
Colours

Other ‘House’ colours available
on request.

Swatches shown give an
approximate colour guide only.

Light Grey
RAL 7035

Silver
RAL 9006

* Depth required 
when rotating 
cabinet is  
1131mm

✚ Standard 
(SpeedRange) 
Cabinet size

H x W x D* mm

Cabinet Sizes

1260 x 1145 x 792
1560 x 1145 x 792
1860 x 1145 x 792
2160 x 1145 x 792✚

2360 x 1145 x 792

The contents of 5 four drawer filing
cabinets can be accommodated
in one rotary cabinet.
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